Gastrointestinal complications and extraintestinal manifestations of inflammatory bowel disease in Taiwan: A population-based study.
Despite a rising incidence of inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) in Taiwan, the clinical presentation of IBDs in this population has yet to be well characterized. Therefore, the aim of our study was to identify and describe the clinical features of gastrointestinal (GI) complications and extraintestinal manifestations (EIMs) of IBDs in the Taiwanese population. We conducted a retrospective study between 1998 and 2011, with relevant medical information extracted from the National Health Insurance Research Database. The diagnoses of IBD, GI complications, and EIMs were defined from the health registry using the appropriate International Classification of Diseases 9 codes. A total of 3153 patients with IBDs were identified: 611 with Crohn's disease (CD) and 2542 with ulcerative colitis, with GI complications and EIMs identified in 22.2% and 11.9% of cases, respectively. CD was associated with an increased incidence of intestinal fistula, perforation, obstruction, peritonitis and perianal disease, and ulcerative colitis with benign neoplasm of the colon. Colorectal cancer developed in 0.35% of patients. Children with CD characteristically have more complex intestinal complications. The prevalence of EIMs was higher in females and in CD, with peripheral arthritis identified as the most common EIMs, overall. The rate of major EIMs affecting the articular, cutaneous, and visual systems was lower than the rate reported in Western countries. Our study found that CD had a more complicated course, with a higher incidence of GI complications and EIMs. However, the prevalence of intestinal complications, perianal disease, and major EIMs was less common than in Western countries. This study provided a distinct clinical feature of IBD in Taiwan.